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Abstract

A unified analysis of three Romanian vowel alternations is proposed in this paper. The alternations occur between mid and low vowels (a – òa) and between mid vowels and diphthongs (e – âa; o – òa) in stressed position. Diphthongization is treated as vowel lowering under stress. Departing from previous analyses, all three alternations are shown to be part of the same process, both phonologically and morphologically conditioned. The surface distribution of vowels and diphthongs falls out from the interaction of two conflicting forces acting on the stressed vowel of the stem: the pressure on the vowel to lower under stress, and the pressure to rise in a metaphony process conditioned by the vowel of an inflectional suffix. The analysis relies on the interaction of markedness and faithfulness constraints. The latter include a constraint responsible for metaphony, defined as an instance of faithfulness between the vowel of the stem and that of the suffix. Besides allowing a unified treatment of all three alternations, this analysis also reveals the typological relation of Romanian to other languages whose stress systems are sensitive to vowel height. The morphological distribution of vowels and diphthongs is accounted for by morphologically specific instantiations of constraints outranking the general, phonological ones.

1. I wish to thank two anonymous Probus reviewers, one in particular for detailed comments on the morphological analysis. I also thank Bill Ham and Lindsay Whaley for comments on earlier versions of this paper, and Joe Pater for discussion.
1. Introduction

One of the most studied aspects of Romanian phonology involves the development and status of the diphthongs [ea] and [oa]. The two diphthongs have come to be regarded as the “phonological signatures” of Romanian. Historically, the diphthongs have developed from Latin stressed /e/ and /o/ in the context of an open vowel in the following syllable:

(1) Latin Romanian
    é > ęá / _ C_0{ė,ą,o}  SERA  se'aro  ‘evening’
    ó > ọá / _ C_0{ọ,e,ą,o}  ROTA  rọatọ  ‘wheel’

A large body of literature is devoted to the historical development of the diphthongs from Latin (Iordan 1921; Rosetti 1958, 1976, 1981; Agard 1958, 1984; Vasițiu 1968; Ruhlen 1973; Sala 1976; Pardess 1990 among others). The synchronic status of the diphthongs, on the other hand, has been considerably less studied (Rosetti 1959; Martinet 1962; Vasițiu 1965, 1990; Lombard 1974; Golopentia-Eretescu 1967; Avram 1991). The accounts of diphthongization proposed in the synchronic studies are, for the most part, rooted in the historical analysis of this process, thus missing, I argue, a number of important phonological generalizations, as well as their relation to morphology.

In the present study I investigate the full complexity of the phonological and morphological behavior of the diphthongs [ea] and [oa] in the native vocabulary of Romanian. I depart from previous analyses, and I propose a different account for the diphthongs, relying crucially on two new elements. First, I show that the synchronic alternations between mid vowels and diphthongs can be best understood if treated as part of a broader process of mid and low vowel alternations in the phonology of Romanian. The alternations are the result of two conflicting forces acting on the stressed vowel of the stem. There is pressure on this vowel to lower under stress, and at the same time to rise in a process of metaphony, conditioned by the high or mid front vowel of an inflectional suffix. The diphthongs and the low vowel /a/ pattern together with respect to metaphony. All three are affected by it, and consequently surface as mid vowels in metaphony environments.

Second, a complete account of these alternations must crucially consider their morphological role, along with their phonological conditioning. The analysis I propose here accounts for all three types of vowel alternations that occur under stress: é – eá, ó – ọá, ọ – á.

In my analysis I adopt a constraint-based approach, in the framework of Optimality Theory, henceforth OT (Prince and Smolensky 1993; McCarthy and Prince 1995). The vowel alternations and the distribution of the diphthongs are accounted for by the interaction of two constraint families: the family of Faithfulness constraints conflicting with the *Peak family of Markedness constraints.
Romanian diphthongization (Kenstowicz 1994). The ranking of IDENT and *Peak constraints accounts for the surface occurrence of the diphthongs under stress, except in metaphorically environments. I treat diphthongization as vowel lowering under stress, motivated by a preference for sonorous vowels in syllables which are prosodic heads. This preference is attested in a number of languages (see Kenstowicz 1994). The analysis I propose thus also situates Romanian typologically in relation to other languages whose stress systems are sensitive to vowel height (sonority).

Several interesting theoretical issues arise from the analysis. One concerns the typology of phonological systems with respect to the interaction of vowel height and stress. I argue that there are essentially four types of languages, and that all four can be predicted by the different rankings of a limited number of constraints. Romanian is therefore a linguistic system corresponding to one of the rankings. In capturing this fact, an OT analysis is seen to offer an advantage over a procedural account.

Secondly, I treat metaphor as a subcase of Faithfulness. The IDENT family is extended to include a match-up between the prominent vowel of the stem and the vowel of an inflectional suffix with respect to height. This presupposes that a correspondence relation holds between stem and affix, but it still remains to be seen how it fits in with other better studied cases of correspondence (input-output, base-reduplicant, output-output in morphologically related forms). This is a theoretical question which I mention, but I do not attempt to answer in this paper.

Another important issue is morphologization. I argue that Romanian has evolved from a stage where diphthongization was purely phonologically conditioned, to the current stage, where the phonological constraints active in the language have become morphologically restricted. To account for the morphological distribution of the diphthongs I rely on morphologically specific constraints, inspired by the lexically specific constraints proposed by Itô and Mester (1999), Pater (2000) among others.

I begin by presenting the relevant data in Section 2. In Section 3 I propose a representation of the diphthongs in terms of syllable structure. In Section 4 I outline the historical and traditional synchronic analyses of the diphthongs. I also discuss in some detail the interaction between vowel height and stress. In Section 5 I explain the phonological conditioning of the vowel alternations, and I propose an analysis for two types of metaphor which conflict with the pressure on mid vowels to lower under stress, thus blocking diphthongization in certain environments. In Section 6 I discuss the morphological role of the vowel alternations, and I propose an analysis of the morphologically conditioned alternations. Section 7 contains the conclusions of the study.
2. Data

The phonemic vowel system that I assume for Romanian is given below:

(2) \ Deux \ i \ u \\
\ Deux \ e \ o \\
\ Deux \ æ a \ œ a

The commonly assumed inventory is a seven-vowel system that does not include the diphthongs. The only previous proposal for a square vowel system was made by Graur and Rosetti (1938). However, this insight was not discussed any further in the literature, and no attempt was made to explain the diphthongs based on this vowel inventory.

For the purposes of this study I will assume a set of vowel features relying on multiple aperture particles (cf. Schane 1984, 1995; Goad 1992; Parkinson 1996), which can easily capture stepwise shifts in vowel height. The surface inventory of Romanian vowels, including the diphthongs, is repeated below, with its feature composition based on Schane’s (1995) Particle Phonology, which is well suited for representing diphthongization and monophthongization:

(3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowels</th>
<th>i</th>
<th>i</th>
<th>u</th>
<th>ə</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>o</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>æ</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>œ</th>
<th>a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Particles</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Schane’s feature system, /i/ and /u/ are tonality particles, equivalent to the traits of palatality and labiality. /a/ is an aperture particle which captures the height (or openness) dimension. Degrees of vowel height are thus characterized by the number of aperture particles. In Romanian, which has three degrees of height, /a/ and the diphthongs pattern together as having two aperture particles.

Stress in Romanian falls on the rightmost syllable of the prosodic word. The prosodic word includes the root and derivational material, excluding inflections and desinence vowels. Thus, the penult is stressed when the final syllable contains the desinence vowel (4a), and the final syllable is stressed in the absence of a desinence vowel (4b). The same generalization holds for morphologically derived words (4c), except that in this case the rightmost syllable of the prosodic word is part of the derivational suffix:

(4)  
a. \( \text{komá}[\text{ʃ}]_{\text{PW}}' \)  ‘shirt’

b. \( \text{kastrón}_{\text{PW}}' \)  ‘bowl’

c. \( \text{komá}[\text{ʃ}-\text{uts}]_{\text{PW}}' \)  ‘shirt’ (diminutive)

\( \text{kastron-étranger}_{\text{PW}}' \)  ‘bowl’ (diminutive)
Romanian also contains a lexically marked stress pattern, with penultimate stress, illustrated in (5a–c). Morphologically derived forms continue to follow the unmarked pattern, with stress on the suffix.2

(5)  
a. \textipa{k\textipa{\texta}m\textipa{\texte}r} \textipa{PW} \textipa{\texta} ‘room’  
b. \textipa{b\textipa{\texti}v\textipa{\texto}l} \textipa{PW} ‘buffalo’  
c. \textipa{km\textipa{\texta}r-\textipa{\textu}t\textipa{\texts}} \textipa{PW} \textipa{\texta} ‘room’ (diminutive)  
\textipa{b\textipa{\texti}v\textipa{\texto}l-\textipa{\texta}f} \textipa{PW} ‘buffalo’ (diminutive)  

The data I introduce in this section illustrate the complexity of the mid vowel-diphthong alternations in Romanian. There are systematic patterns of diphthongization under stress, exhibiting a behavior parallel to that of mid-low vowel alternations. In (6a, b, c), for example, we see that low vowels surface under stress, while mid vowels surface in unstressed position:

(6)  
a. \textipa{\texta} – \textipa{\texta} \textipa{k\textipa{\texta}r\textipa{\texte}t} ‘book’ \textipa{k\textipa{\texta}r\textipa{\texti}-\textipa{\texti}t\textipa{\textf\textipa{\textk}}} (diminutive)  
\textipa{v\textipa{\texta}k\textipa{\texta}} ‘cow’ \textipa{v\textipa{\texta}k-\textipa{\texta}ts\textipa{\texta}} (diminutive)  
\textipa{k\textipa{\texta}s\textipa{\texta}} ‘house’ \textipa{k\textipa{\texta}s-\textipa{\texta}ts\textipa{\texta}} (diminutive)  
b. \textipa{\texte} – \textipa{\texte} \textipa{b\textipa{\texte}t\textipa{\texta}t} ‘drunk’ \textipa{b\textipa{\texte}ts-\textipa{\texti}v} ‘drinker’  
\textipa{s\textipa{\texte}r\textipa{\texta}} ‘evening’ \textipa{in-\textipa{\texte}r-\textipa{\texta}t} ‘dusk’  
c. \textipa{\texto} – \textipa{\texto} \textipa{p\textipa{\texto}\textipa{\texta}r\textipa{\texta}t\textipa{\texta}} ‘gate’ \textipa{p\textipa{\texto}r\textipa{\texta}-\textipa{\texta}r} ‘gatekeeper’  
\textipa{k\textipa{\texto}\textipa{\texta}\textipa{\texts\textipa{\texta}}} ‘rib’ \textipa{k\textipa{\texto}\textipa{\texta}st-\textipa{\texta}ts\textipa{\texta}} (diminutive)  

This is a fairly common vowel reduction pattern, attested in many languages, including other Romance languages (e.g., Hualde 1992 for Catalan; Wetzels 1991 for Brazilian Portuguese). The focus of this study, however, is a second set of alternations, where both mid and low vowels are found under stress.

(7)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. \textipa{\texta} – \textipa{\texta}</td>
<td>\textipa{k\textipa{\texta}r\textipa{\texte}t}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textipa{\texta} – \textipa{\texta}</td>
<td>\textipa{b\textipa{\texte}d\textipa{\texta}t}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>\textipa{k\textipa{\texta}s\textipa{\texta}}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>\textipa{\texte} – \textipa{\texte}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>\textipa{s\textipa{\texte}r\textipa{\texta}}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>\textipa{t\textipa{\textr\textipa{\texte}\textipa{\texta}b\textipa{\texta}}}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textipa{\texte} – \textipa{\texte}</td>
<td>\textipa{f\textipa{\textl\textipa{\texte}\textipa{\texta}k}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. \textipa{\texte} – \textipa{\texte}</td>
<td>\textipa{p\textipa{\texto}\textipa{\texta}r\textipa{\texta}t\textipa{\texta}}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>\textipa{n\textipa{\texto}\textipa{\texta}p\textipa{\texte}t\textipa{\texta}}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>\textipa{k\textipa{\texto}\textipa{\texta}\textipa{\texts\textipa{\texta}}}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Constraint interaction for stress will not be discussed here. For a full analysis see Chitoran (2001).
The connection between the different alternations in (7) has not previously been made in the literature. In the data above, we see a tendency for the stressed vowel to be low. The systematicity of the diphthongs’ distribution has led to the common exclusion of the diphthongs from the phonemic inventory of Romanian. Indeed, the diphthongs never surface in unstressed position. The data are further complicated by the fact that the language does contain (near) minimal pairs which suggest that the diphthongs should be considered phonemic.

Moreover, we will see that the diphthongs are also morphologized. This is most evident in verb paradigms, for example, where they occur in some of the forms of the present tense indicative and subjunctive, depending on the conjugation class of the verb:

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>pleká (1 conj.) ‘to go’</td>
<td>1 plék</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 plét³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 plékǎ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>dormí (4 conj.) ‘to sleep’</td>
<td>1 dórм</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 dórм³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 dórमме</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>subjunctive</td>
<td>3 so dórммо</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>skóáte (3 conj.) ‘to take out’</td>
<td>1 skót</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 skót³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 skóáte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>subjunctive</td>
<td>3 so skóáтё</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The analysis I propose will account for both the phonological and the morphological aspects of the behavior of the diphthongs. To begin with, in the next section I propose a phonological representation for the diphthongs, and I provide a number of arguments to support it.

3. **The representation of diphthongs**

Three possible representations can be proposed for the diphthongs, in terms of their moraic structure: one in which the glide belongs to the onset (10a), one in which the glide belongs to the nucleus, and shares a mora with the following vowel (10b), and one in which the glide and the vowel belong to a bimoraic nucleus (10c).
The three representations make different predictions. The first one predicts that either the onset or the nucleus part of the sequence may separately participate in alternations. According to (10b) the sequence is predicted to always function as a single unit. The prediction made by (10c) is that syllables containing [eə] or [oa] have extra weight. I argue for (10b) as the correct representation, and I present below a number of arguments which support this claim.

One observation which argues against (10a) is that in most of the forms containing diphthongs, [eə] and [oa] alternate morphologically with the mid vowels [e] and [o], respectively.

Based on this alternation, I propose that the representation of the diphthong parallels that of a monophthongal vowel, such that both elements of the diphthong share a syllable nucleus, rather than being split between onset and nucleus.

An argument specifically in support of (10b) comes from a distinction between diphthongs and glide-vowel sequences, similar to the one found in French (Morin 1976; Kaye and Lowenstamm 1984; Tranel 1992; Rialland 1994). It has been argued for French, based on this distinction, that diphthongs share a syllable nucleus, while glides occur in non-nuclear positions (onset and coda). A well-formed onset in French, as in Romanian, consists of two elements, or a maximum of three, the first of the three being a sibilant. The argument brought up as evidence for French syllable structure is the rule of glide formation, which syllabifies a high vowel as a glide when followed by another vowel. Glide formation applies when the onset contains only one segment as in (12a), but it will not take place if the onset contains two segments, such as an obstruent (O) and a liquid (L), as in (12b).

(10) a. $\sigma$ b. $\sigma$ c. $\sigma$

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\sigma \\
\mu \\
\mu \\
\mu \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\sigma \\
\mu \\
\mu \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\sigma \\
\mu \\
\mu \\
\end{array}
\]

(11) sg. ődste pl. óftj ‘army’

sg. ɲápte pl. nóptsj ‘night’

sg. ʃeá̃rə pl. sérj ‘evening’

fem. sg. ɲeá̃gɾə masc. sg. négru ‘black’

Based on this alternation, I propose that the representation of the diphthong parallels that of a monophthongal vowel, such that both elements of the diphthong share a syllable nucleus, rather than being split between onset and nucleus.

An argument specifically in support of (10b) comes from a distinction between diphthongs and glide-vowel sequences, similar to the one found in French (Morin 1976; Kaye and Lowenstamm 1984; Tranel 1992; Rialland 1994). It has been argued for French, based on this distinction, that diphthongs share a syllable nucleus, while glides occur in non-nuclear positions (onset and coda). A well-formed onset in French, as in Romanian, consists of two elements, or a maximum of three, the first of the three being a sibilant. The argument brought up as evidence for French syllable structure is the rule of glide formation, which syllabifies a high vowel as a glide when followed by another vowel. Glide formation applies when the onset contains only one segment as in (12a), but it will not take place if the onset contains two segments, such as an obstruent (O) and a liquid (L), as in (12b).

(12) French

a. Simple onsets; glide formation

lier ‘to bind’ [lje ∼ lje]

nier ‘to deny’ [nje ∼ nije]

il y a ‘there is’ [ilja ∼ ilija ∼ ja]

nouer ‘to tie’ [nwe ∼ nue]
b. Complex onsets (OL); no glide formation (*OLG)

\[ \text{plier} \quad \text{‘to fold’} \quad [\text{plje}] \quad *\text{plje} \]

\[ \text{clouer} \quad \text{‘to nail down’} \quad [\text{kluwe}] \quad *\text{kluwe} \]

Based on the blocked glide formation in OL onsets, the following OLGV syllables that do surface in French have been explained by treating the glide-vowel portion as a diphthong contained in the nucleus, rather than as a glide-vowel sequence. Thus, the following sequences constitute diphthongal nuclei:

(13)

\[ \text{wa} \quad \text{trois} \quad \text{‘three’} \quad [\text{t\text{"o}wa}] \]

\[ \text{qi} \quad \text{truite} \quad \text{‘trout’} \quad [\text{t\text{"o}qui}] \]

\[ w\text{"e} \quad \text{groat} \quad \text{‘muzzle’} \quad [\text{gu\text{"o}w\text{"e}}] \]

Kaye and Lowenstamm (1984) proposed two different representations for glides and diphthongs, in terms of their position in the syllable structure:

(14)

\[ \text{Glides} \quad \text{Diphthongs} \]

\[ \text{Ons} \quad \mu \quad \sigma \quad \text{Ons} \quad \mu \quad \sigma \]

\[ l \quad j \quad e \quad t \quad \sigma \quad w \quad a \]

A similar distinction can be found in Romanian syllable onsets. The diphthongs [ea] and [oa] can be preceded by obstruent-liquid clusters (15a), but a glide-vowel sequence cannot (15b).

(15) Romanian

a. Complex onsets (diphthongs)

\[ \text{bros.k\text{"o}} \quad \text{‘frog’} \]

\[ \text{plo\text{"a}.je} \quad \text{‘rain’} \]

\[ \text{dre\text{"a}.g\text{"o}} \quad \text{‘to mend’} \]

\[ \text{pro\text{"a}.pot} \quad \text{‘fresh’} \]

\[ \text{ple\text{"a}.ko} \quad \text{‘he leaves’} \]

\[ \text{fre\text{"a}.k\text{"o}} \quad \text{‘rubs’} \]

\[ \text{tre\text{"a}.b\text{"o}} \quad \text{‘task’} \]

b. No complex onsets (glides)

\[ \text{bri.j\text{"o}fo} \quad \text{‘roll’} \quad *\text{brj\text{"o}} \]

\[ \text{kli.j\text{"e}nt} \quad \text{‘customer’} \quad *\text{klje} \]

\[ \text{dri.j\text{"a}d\text{"o}} \quad \text{‘dryad’} \quad *\text{drja} \]

\[ \text{pri.j\text{"e}ten} \quad \text{‘friend’} \quad *\text{prje} \]

\[ \text{pli.j\text{"a}nt} \quad \text{‘folder’} \quad *\text{plja} \]
These data support the syllable structure proposed in (10b), where [eə] and [oə] constitute diphthongal syllable nuclei.

Finally, the representation in (10c) implies that the diphthongs are bimoraic. It is true that they occur only in stressed syllables, but these syllables can be either open or closed. In the case of closed syllables, if the diphthongs are bimoraic, and if the coda consonant also bears a mora, then the resulting syllable would be trimoraic. There is no evidence from the phonological behavior of Romanian syllables to support the existence of three degrees of weight. Even if we assume that the coda consonant does not have a mora, and the resulting syllable is bimoraic, this would still predict a difference between diphthongal and monophthongal nuclei, for which there is no independent evidence.

Similar arguments are brought by Harris (1983) in support of the monomoraic representation of rising diphthongs in Spanish. Rising diphthongs, but not falling diphthongs, can occur in closed syllables in Spanish:

(16) Spanish (Harris 1983)

mwer. to ‘dead’  krwel. dad ‘cruelty’
klen. te ‘customer’  trjun. fo ‘triumph’

I have presented here a number of arguments in favor of the representation in (10b), with diphthongs sharing a syllable nucleus. This representation best captures the phonological facts, notably that the diphthongs function as a single unit and a single segment in the types of alternations illustrated in (11).

I now turn to the representation of the featural composition of the diphthongs. I introduced in Section 1 the vowel inventory of Romanian, assuming Schane’s (1984, 1995) particle model. In this system, the diphthongs consist of one tonality particle (i| or u|), and two aperture a| particles. Bearing in mind the evidence for the diphthongs’ monomoraicity, I propose the following complete representation:

(17) $\text{µ}$

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Rt} \\
\text{i} \quad \text{a} \\
\text{a}
\end{array}
\]

$\text{µ}$

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Rt} \\
\text{u} \quad \text{a} \\
\text{a}
\end{array}
\]

$[eə]$ $[oə]$

Example (17) differs in one respect from Schane’s representation. It represents the diphthongs as consisting of only one root node. For Schane, diphthongs differ in the number of morae (the rising ones are monomoraic, and the falling ones are bimoraic), but they all consist of two root nodes, which distinguishes
them from monophthongal vowels. I argue, however, that this is not the only possible way to capture this distinction, and that one-root node diphthongs should not be disallowed. I argue that the two-root node representation makes a prediction that is not borne out in all linguistic systems. It predicts that the two elements of a diphthong, corresponding to each root node, should exhibit independent phonological behavior. Such behavior is never observed in the Romanian diphthongs. The only existing alternations are those between diphthongs and monophthongal vowels, illustrated in (11). The representation I propose best captures the “contour” structure of a diphthong as a single segment.

In a one-root node structure the contrast between diphthongs and monophthongs can be represented as one between a split and an unsplit root node. This is the representation I adopt here. The particles \( |i| \) and \( |a| \) of the monophthong /e/ split below the root node level, and the additional \( |a| \) particle of the resulting diphthong is represented as doubly linked to its two elements.

By splitting the particles below the root node, diphthongs violate INTEGRITY (McCarthy and Prince 1995: 372), the constraint which prohibits breaking an element.

(18) INTEGRITY (McCarthy and Prince 1995)
“No element of S1 has multiple correspondents in S2.”

Having established the structure of the diphthongs, I now turn to the final piece of background information: the historical development of the diphthongs and their traditional synchronic analysis in a rule-based system.

4. Diachronic and traditional synchronic analyses

Following Vasiliu (1968), the evolution of the Classical Latin vowel system to that of Balkan Romance and then to Common Romanian consists of three main changes which affect mid vowels. In Balkan Romance contrastive vowel length is lost, and the mid vowels /e/ and /o/ lower to /E/ and /O/ under stress, resulting in a system with four degrees of height. At the next stage, in Common Romanian, the low mids /E/ and /O/ diphthongize to /e/ and /o/, respectively. Vasiliu proposes the following historical diphthongization rule:

(19) \( \epsilon, \sigma \to \varepsilon a, \vartheta a / \quad \text{C}_0 \{\epsilon, \sigma, a\} \quad [+\text{stress}] \)

The development from Latin to Common Romanian is schematized below:
In traditional synchronic analyses, which rely heavily on the historical one, the diphthongs are treated as being derived by a metaphony rule which diphthongizes a mid vowel under stress, preceding /ə/ or /e/ in the following syllable:

(21) \[ e \rightarrow [e \_ \_+\text{stress}] \]

[note: cf. Vasiliu 1965]

(22) \[ o \rightarrow [o \_ \_+\text{stress}] \]

[under stress, morphologized]

To account for the \(a\)--\(a\) alternation, a separate rule (22) is proposed by Golopentia-Eretescu (1967). She points out, however, that the rule is not phonological since it is restricted to feminine nouns. This morphological restriction is illustrated in (22).

In the account I propose, the surface occurrence of the diphthongs and of [a] under stress is related to prominence, and the diphthongs are treated as low vowels arising from the lowering of mid vowels. However, I also show that synchronic diphthongization (vowel lowering) is not an exclusively phonological process, as the traditional rule implies. Although the historical diphthongization rule is a phonological rule, synchronically this view cannot be maintained, since the surface occurrence of diphthongs is both phonologically and morphologically
conditioned. In the next two sections I propose an analysis of the phonological and morphological behavior of the diphthongs.

5. Phonological conditioning of mid-low vowel alternations

5.1. The phonological behavior of ëa and oä

I focus in this section on the phonological component of the alternations. We will see that the two diphthongs do not have a perfectly parallel distribution. They both occur exclusively in stressed syllables, but there are, for example, fewer phonological restrictions on the occurrence of the diphthong /oä/. There is only one, in fact: the diphthong /oä/ never occurs in the final syllable of a prosodic word. As a consequence of this restriction, there are no monosyllabic words containing /oä/.

This generalization has to do with the gender of nouns. Monosyllabic forms happen to be mostly masculine forms, since the majority of them lack a desinence vowel that would add an extra syllable. Feminine words, on the other hand, always surface with the desinence vowel -o or -e. Compare for example the masculine and feminine forms of the following nouns and adjectives, and the distribution of /o/ and /oä/:  

(23) Masculine (ó)  Feminine (oä)

domn ’gentleman’  doamnø ’lady’
hots ’thief’  hoatsø ’thief’ f.
orb ’blind’  ogrbø ’blind’ f.
gol ’empty’  goalø ’empty’ f.
frumos ’beautiful’  frumoasø ’beautiful’ f.

The diphthong /ëa/ has two phonological restrictions. It is subject to two types of metaphony, both triggered by the vowel of an inflectional suffix, regardless of the number of intervening vowels. As a result of both types of metaphony, /ëa/ never surfaces in plural forms, and /ë/ surfaces instead.

---

3. Among recent French loanwords there are forms such as voal ‘veil’, trotuar ‘sidewalk’, anuar ‘phone-book’, culuar ‘hallway’ (here in orthography). The vocalic sequences in such forms are best treated as glide-vowel sequences rather than diphthongs. The mixed orthography (either u or o) supports this view, as does the absence of alternations with a monophthongal vowel, characteristic of the native diphthongs.
Nouns can take either one of the three plural markers in the language: -Cj (palatalization of the final consonant of the stem), -urj, and -ej. The palatalization of the first two markers (underlyingly a high vowel), triggers a classic case of metaphony, common in Romance languages. I illustrate it first for the a–o alternation:

(24) Metaphony

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular (á)</th>
<th>Plural (ó–j)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>karte</td>
<td>kartsj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsaró</td>
<td>tsarój</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barkó</td>
<td>bárkój</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vale</td>
<td>vói</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kóráre</td>
<td>kórárej</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, the diphthongs do not surface before the high vowel of the plural marker, but mid [e] and [o] surface instead. This suggests that in Romanian /a/ and the diphthongs pattern together as low vowels with respect to metaphony, and /a/, /e/, /o/ pattern together as mid vowels. This type of metaphony which causes a stressed low vowel to rise is identical to the one found for example in Italian (Maiden 1991) or Lena Bable (Huade 1989). Romanian examples containing the diphthongs are given below:

(25) Singulár (gá)   Plural (ó–j)

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>searó</td>
<td>sérj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>krenjgó</td>
<td>krenjgój</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viteaz</td>
<td>vitéazj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mofnejg</td>
<td>mofnejgj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strefinó</td>
<td>strefinój</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>searbóx</td>
<td>searbóxj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tefaró</td>
<td>tefarój</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grelosó</td>
<td>grelosój</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treboxó</td>
<td>treboxój</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The diphthong /oa/ is also subject to height harmony, as shown by the o–o alternations in the singular-plural pairs below:

(26) Singulár (gá)   Plural (ó–j)

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>boao</td>
<td>bolj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poartó</td>
<td>poartój</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roató</td>
<td>roatój</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>floró</td>
<td>florój</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is important to note, however, that all of the forms in (24)–(26) are feminine. As I will discuss in more detail in Section 6, some occurrences of the diphthongs are morphologized. We will see that in masculine nouns metaphony
does not affect /oa/. There is therefore a divergence in the behavior of the two diphthongs with respect to metaphony. The diphthong /oa/ still surfaces under stress in masculine plural forms (27a), while the other diphthong, /ea/, does not (27b).

(27) a. Singular (óá) Plural (óá-j)
    oaspete    oaspetsj   'guest'
    foarefte    foareftej   'mouse'
b. Singular (éá) Plural (éá-j)
    strefinó   strefinój   'eaves'
    mesteakén   mesteakénj   'birch'
    tefar    tefarj   'safe'

The second type of metaphony is triggered by the plural marker -e, and only affects the diphthong /ea/. The diphthong does not surface in the stressed syllable of the stem before the plural suffix, and /e/ surfaces instead.

(28) Singular (éá) Plural (é–e)
    fer estasó   ferestre   'window'
    treazó   treze   'awake' f.
    beato   bete   'drunk' f.
    tseasto   tseste   'skull'
    tefaró   teferé   'safe' f.
    tseapéenó   tsepene   'stiff' f.

The fact that /oa/ is unaffected is illustrated by the singular-plural pairs in (29a) below, and by the singular forms in (29b), where -e is a desinence vowel (masculine or feminine).

(29) a. Singular Plural (-e)
    poamó   poame   'fruit'
    toamó   toame   'whim'
    doamño   doamné   'lady'
    koróamó   koróame   'crows'
    proaspéenó   proaspete   'fresh' f.

---

4. I found only one feminine form which preserves /a/ in the plural (foafoaf /foafoaf/ 'scissors'), but for this noun the -e plural is also attested (foarefte). Moreover, the dictionary lists this noun as belonging to any one of the three genders.
Romanian diphthongization

b. Desinence (e)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Romanian</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>floare</td>
<td>‘flower’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soare</td>
<td>‘sun’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boare</td>
<td>‘breeze’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ploaje</td>
<td>‘rain’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>onoare</td>
<td>‘honor’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Having established the phonological restrictions on the occurrence of the diphthongs, we now have to determine their phonemic status. I argue that some of the diphthongs are underlying, and evidence can be found in the existence of (near) minimal pairs in the language, such as those listed below.

(30)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Romanian</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>boala</td>
<td>‘illness’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koapsa</td>
<td>‘hip’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toarta</td>
<td>‘handle’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poarta</td>
<td>‘gate’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seara</td>
<td>‘evening’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teama</td>
<td>‘fear’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dzena</td>
<td>‘eyelash’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fleak</td>
<td>‘trifle’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beat</td>
<td>‘drunk’m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bolta</td>
<td>‘arch’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kobza</td>
<td>string instrument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tortsa</td>
<td>‘torch’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pofta</td>
<td>‘appetite’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sera</td>
<td>‘greenhouse’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temo</td>
<td>‘theme’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dzena</td>
<td>‘gene’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flek</td>
<td>‘shoe heel’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bek</td>
<td>‘light bulb’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the fact that the occurrence of the diphthongs is not always predictable, I would like to suggest instead that at least some of them are phonemic at the current stage of the language. Recall the historical rules presented in Section 4, which diphthongize /a/ and /o/ in Common Romanian. All historical analyses agree that at that stage of the language the diphthongs are entirely phonologically conditioned. In Modern Romanian, however, there is evidence for a dual status of the diphthongs. Some are underlying, and some are phonologically and morphologically conditioned. Synchronic analyses, as I have shown, continue to assume that the diphthongs are derived, and no mention is made of morphologically-based generalizations. I would like to suggest that at some point the diphthongization rules stopped being active as purely phonological rules. It is quite plausible, in fact, that the particular triggering and blocking environments of the rules described so far resulted in a rather systematic distribution of the diphthongs with respect to the morphological categories of gender and person. This could gradually lead to their reinterpretation as fulfilling a morphological function. The presence of this new morphologization stage could in turn explain the phonemicization of some of the diphthongs. The diphthongs which remain unassociated with a particular morphological role become unpredictable, and are reinterpreted as phonemic. I postpone until the next section the formal analysis of morphologization. In the
remainder of this section I will continue to focus on the phonological aspects of diphthongization.

I argue that the occurrence of the diphthongs is driven by a preference for low vowels to surface under stress. Low vowels have been shown to be the preferred stress-bearing nuclei in a number of languages, studied by Kenstowicz (1994). Kenstowicz shows that the location of stress is correlated with the relative sonority of vowels. In keeping with this evidence, I propose that Romanian stress is to some extent sensitive to vowel height, and I adopt Kenstowicz’s proposed family of constraints *Peak, which form a Peak Prominence scale. For Romanian the Peak Prominence scale is defined over syllables:

\[(31) \text{*Peak}/\acute{a}\gg \text{*Peak}/i,u\gg \text{*Peak}/e,o\gg \text{*Peak}/a\]

The scale captures the generalization that /\acute{a}/ is the least preferred syllable nucleus under stress, followed by high vowels, mid vowels, and low vowels. The fixed constraint sub-hierarchy I am assuming can also be expressed in terms of number of aperture particles, following Schane’s model:

\[(32) \text{*Peak}/|a^0|\gg \text{*Peak}/|a^1|\gg \text{*Peak}/|a^2|\text{ where}

|a^0| = zero aperture particles \{i, i, u\}
|a^1| = one aperture particle \{e, \acute{a}, o\}
|a^2| = two aperture particles \{\acute{a}a, a, o\a\}

Notice that for a vowel system like that of Romanian, with both a mid and a high central vowel, Schane’s particle model predicts that /\acute{a}/ patterns with the other mid vowels with respect to the *Peak constraint. In most languages that contain /\acute{a}/, this vowel is the least preferred prominence peak. This does not seem to be the case in Romanian, however. As shown earlier, in Romanian underlying /\acute{a}/ does surface under stress. This fact suggests the ranking IDENT-IO[\acute{a}] >> *Peak/\acute{a}, but makes no prediction regarding the status of /\acute{a}/ relative to the other two mid vowels.

The interaction of *Peak constraints with Faithfulness constraints accounts for the phonological distribution of diphthongs in non-metaphony environments. Notice first of all that none of the examples given so far involve high vowels. These do not participate in the alternations (e.g., miki–mít ‘small’ sg.–pl.). I first illustrate the constraint interaction in the case of an underlying high vowel. The relevant constraints are *Peak/la^0| and IDENT-IOa^0|. *Peak/la^0| is basically the equivalent of *Peak/i,u, and prohibits high vowels (with zero aperture particles) from surfacing under stress. IDENT-IOa^0| is the equivalent of IDENT-IO[+high]. It requires the output vowel to preserve the same number of aperture particles (in this case zero) as the correspondent input vowel. In a featural representation it would require the two correspondent vowels to have the same value for the feature [high].
The ranking IDENT-IOa^0|a| >> *Peak/la^0|a| predicts a surface form containing a stressed high vowel.

\[(33) \quad \text{IDENT-IOa}^0|a| >> \text{*Peak/la}^0|a|\]

\[mık 'small' (masc. sg.) /mik/ IDENT-IOa^0|a| *Peak/la^0|a| \]

\[\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{mık} & \text{IDENT-IOa}^0|a| & \text{*Peak/la}^0|a| \\
\text{mék} & \ast ! & \\
\text{meák} & \ast ! & \\
\text{mák} & \ast ! & \\
\end{array}\]

The first candidate is the only one which satisfies the higher ranking faithfulness constraint by maintaining zero aperture particles. It is therefore the selected output, although it violates *Peak by allowing a high vowel to surface under stress.

The *Peak constraints interact with one other constraint, resulting in the metaphony which occurs in the presence of the inflectional markers -j and -e, respectively. I propose that this constraint which conflicts with *Peak is an IDENTITY constraint between an element of the stem and an element of the suffix. If we unpack the generalization behind metaphony, we see that it refers to identity in vowel height between the stressed vowel of the stem and the vowel of the suffix. The relevant constraint can therefore be conceived of as one evaluating the correspondence between two elements of the same output representation: the stressed vowel of the stem and the vowel of the suffix. The output is evaluated by comparing the two elements, and assessing how closely they match in terms of height. Based on these considerations I propose the constraint below as one which best captures metaphony.

\[(34) \quad \text{IDENT-StSf}^a|a|\]

\[\text{(where St = stem, Sf = suffix)}\]

The stressed vowel of the stem must match the aperture of the inflectional suffix vowel.

This identity is required only before inflectional suffixes containing front vowels ([i] and [e]). We will also see evidence for two instantiations of the constraint, relatively ranked, one in the presence of a high vowel (IDENT-StSf^a|i|), and one in the presence of a mid vowel (IDENT-StSf^a|l|). I illustrate below a simple constraint interaction featuring IDENT-StSf^a|l|, IDENT-StSf^al presumes that the stem and the suffix are related by correspondence. Exactly how

---

5. See Baković (2000) for a similar approach to vowel harmony. He proposes the AGREE[F] family of constraints, but considers them to be part of Faithfulness.
correspondence should be defined between these two elements remains a matter for further study. What is important for now is to see the parallel between metaphor and identity.

IDENT-StSflal is gradiently violated, depending on the number of aperture particles separating the stressed vowel of the candidate form from the vowel of the suffix. The case below involves the nominal plural suffix \( j \) in the alternation \( sear{} - se{} \) ‘evening’. The ranking of IDENT-StSflal above *Peak/la\(^1\) predicts /e/ in the presence of the plural suffix -ur\(^j\), as in \( treb\)–trebur\(^j\) ‘task’. For simplicity, I will assume that stress is underlyingly marked in Romanian, therefore no stress-related constraints will be included in the tableaux.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{sear}^j & \text{IDENT-StSflal} & \text{*Peak/la}\(^1\) \\
\hline
\text{ser}^j & * & * \\
\text{sir}^j & * & \checkmark \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

The tableau above shows first of all why the diphthong cannot surface in plural forms. Although, as a low vowel, it best satisfies the sonority requirement for a stressed vowel, it incurs two violations of IDENT-StSf, due to its two aperture particles that separate it from the suffix vowel. IDENT-StSf is best satisfied by the third candidate containing the high vowel /i/, which best matches the /i/ of the suffix. But this same candidate violates *Peak/la\(^0\), higher in the Prominence Scale, by allowing the same high vowel under stress. The second candidate, containing /e/, is the optimal one. The stressed mid vowel is only one aperture particle away from the suffix vowel, and is better tolerated under stress than a high vowel.

The same constraint interaction predicts the effect of IDENT-StSflal in the presence of the plural suffix -e, in the alternation \( d\)ğan\(^i\) – \( d\)ğene ‘eyelash’.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{d\}ğan}^i - \text{e} & \text{*Peak/la}\(^1\) & \text{IDENT-IQiil} & \text{IDENT-StSflal} & \text{*Peak/la}\(^1\) \\
\hline
\text{d\}ğane} & * & * & * \\
\text{d\}ğone} & * & * & * \\
\text{d\}ğine} & * & * & * \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

6. I will not discuss here the constraint interaction responsible for the surface realization of the plural suffix /i/ as palatalization.
An additional constraint is relevant here: IDENT-IOili. In a featural representation this constraint would be the equivalent of IDENT-IO[back], requiring correspondent segments to be identical in the type of particle (ili) or value for the feature [back]. IDENT-IOili is the constraint which selects the output ăşene over the candidate with [a]. Both candidates contain a mid vowel that matches the vowel of the suffix. The same mid vowel also violates low ranking *Peak/la₁. In addition, [a] is missing a palatality particle, which eliminates the candidate.

The diphthong in the first candidate cannot surface in the plural form because it contains one lab particle too many, failing to match the suffix vowel. The last candidate containing [i] is eliminated because it contains a high vowel under stress, and furthermore lacks an lab particle to match the suffix vowel.

One more fact left to account for is the absence of a metaphony effect on underlying forms containing the diphthong /oa/. The absence of metaphony can be observed in masculine nouns (e.g., the singular-plural alternation ăşapte - ăşaptești ‘guest’) and in feminine nouns only before the plural marker -e (e.g., poamă -poame ‘fruit’). These facts can be accounted for by assuming high ranking faithfulness to the diphthong /oa/. Thus, by outranking IDENT-StSf, IDENT-IO[oa] predicts that the diphthong /oa/ occurs in the plural forms. A simple tableau illustrates this ranking below.

(37)   poamă – poame ‘fruit’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>/poam – e/</th>
<th>IDENT-IO[oa]</th>
<th>IDENT-StSfal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ăşar</td>
<td>☞</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poame</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pome</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peme</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

High ranking IDENT-IO[oa] thus eliminates the last two candidates, although they both contain mid vowels, matching the suffix vowel.

Before moving on to the discussion of the ă–ă alternations in the next section, I summarize below the constraints proposed so far.

(38) IDENT-IOla₀ | *Peak/la₀ | IDENT-StSfal | *Peak/la₁ | IDENT-IO[oa] | IDENT-IOili

The subhierarchy IDENT-IOla₀ | *Peak/la₀ predicts that high vowels are unaffected by stress. The ranking IDENT-StSfal | *Peak/la₁ accounts for the fact that underlying /ea/ surfaces as mid [e] under stress in a metaphony environment (e.g., seăra – sēră ‘evening’). IDENT-IO[oa] | IDENT-StSfal explains why the back diphthong is not affected by metaphony, at least not before -e (e.g., poamă -poame ‘fruit’). The /oa/ diphthong shows an asymmetric behavior to which I will return in Section 6. Finally, IDENT-IOili |
IDENT-StSfal predicts that only height (aperture) is affected in metaphony, but other particles, such as palatality, are preserved. The ranking selects *džone over *džone, both containing stressed mid vowels.

It should be noted that the lower ranking constraint, *Peak/la1] has not played a crucial role so far. In fact, in the previous tableaux, it could have been replaced by faithfulness to the /æ/ diphthong of the input, without affecting the winning output form. Evidence for *Peak/la1], rather than IDENT-IO[ea] will be seen, however, in the next sections, in the case of underlying forms containing mid vowels.

5.2. The phonological behavior of the low vowel a

My claim that the diphthongs pattern as low vowels is based on the existence of similar alternations between [a] and [ɔ] under stress. It is true that á–ɔ alternations occur less often than mid vowel–diphthong alternations. This difference can be explained by the high ranking of both IDENT-IO[a] and IDENT-IO[ɔ]. High ranking IDENT-IO[a] explains the fact that stressed [a] is not affected by IDENT-StSf, with the very specific exception of feminine nouns which take the plural marker j and -urj. This suggests that the effect of metaphony on [a], unlike its effect on the diphthongs, is both morphologically and phonologically conditioned. The same two plural markers in masculine and neuter nouns do not trigger metaphony. Moreover, metaphony of [a] is also not triggered by the j plural marker in adjectives, nor by the j second person marker in verbs. Examples of [a] metaphony are given below for feminine nouns (39a), compared with the absence of metaphony for masculine and neuter nouns (39b, c).

(39) a. Feminine nouns (á–ɔ)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>j plural</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baltó</td>
<td>baltsj</td>
<td>‘puddle’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vale</td>
<td>vaj</td>
<td>‘valley’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kale</td>
<td>kaj</td>
<td>‘road’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>karte</td>
<td>kartsj</td>
<td>‘book’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mare</td>
<td>marj</td>
<td>‘sea’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stradj</td>
<td>stræj</td>
<td>‘street’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ranó</td>
<td>ranj</td>
<td>‘wound’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barkó</td>
<td>bartfj</td>
<td>‘boat’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maskó</td>
<td>moftj</td>
<td>‘mask’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bantó</td>
<td>bontfj</td>
<td>‘bench’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ogrodó</td>
<td>ogræj</td>
<td>‘courtyard’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>odaje</td>
<td>odaj</td>
<td>‘room’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vormaje</td>
<td>vormaj</td>
<td>‘flame’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bótaje</td>
<td>botaaj</td>
<td>‘fight’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
b. Masculine nouns (á)  
(\(-j\) plural)

\[
\begin{align*}
kal & \quad kaj & \text{‘horse’} \\
brad & \quad braz & \text{‘fir tree’} \\
sak & \quad sat & \text{‘sack’} \\
pas & \quad paz & \text{‘footstep’} \\
ste\text{ż}a\text{r} & \quad ste\text{ż} & \text{‘oak tree’} \\
fazan & \quad fazan & \text{‘pheasant’} \\
frate & \quad frats & \text{‘brother’}
\end{align*}
\]

(The [a] metaphony restricted to feminine nouns is not without exception. Most of the exceptions are loanwords or recent formations. For example, feminine nouns ending in \(-tsie\) do not undergo metaphony in the plural, although they)
take the \( \dot{j} \) plural marker, realized as a full glide after a vowel (e.g., re\( \acute{a} \)ktsie – re\( \acute{a} \)ktsij ‘reaction’; okup\( \acute{a} \)tsie – okup\( \acute{a} \)tsij ‘occupation’). A few of the nouns, such as those in (40) are, however, native, and must be considered lexical exceptions:

(40) Exceptions

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vak( \acute{o} )</td>
<td>vat( \acute{j} )</td>
<td>‘cow’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pa( \acute{z} )f( \acute{t} )</td>
<td>pa( \acute{z} )f( \acute{j} )</td>
<td>‘lawn’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lakrim( \acute{o} )</td>
<td>lakrim( \acute{j} )</td>
<td>‘tear’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patim( \acute{o} )</td>
<td>patim( \acute{j} )</td>
<td>‘passion’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>panglik( \acute{o} )</td>
<td>panglik( \acute{j} )</td>
<td>‘ribbon’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ramur( \acute{o} )</td>
<td>ramur( \acute{j} )</td>
<td>‘branch’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a( \acute{k} )kie</td>
<td>a( \acute{k} )kie</td>
<td>‘splinter’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sartf( \acute{i} )n( \acute{o} )</td>
<td>sartf( \acute{i} )n( \acute{j} )</td>
<td>‘task’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mard( \acute{z} )ine</td>
<td>mard( \acute{z} )ine</td>
<td>‘edge’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stressed [\( \acute{a} \)] is not affected by IDENT-StSf. It surfaces for example before the desinence -\( e \), and before the plural marker -\( e \) in both feminine and neuter nouns.

(41)  

a. -\( e \) desinence

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kart( \acute{-} )e</td>
<td>‘book’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pat( \acute{-} )f( \acute{e} )</td>
<td>‘peace’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>part( \acute{-} )e</td>
<td>‘part’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spat( \acute{-} )e</td>
<td>‘back’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. -\( e \) plural

Feminine

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kas( \acute{o} )</td>
<td>kase</td>
<td>‘house’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>past( \acute{o} )</td>
<td>past</td>
<td>‘paste’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>banan( \acute{o} )</td>
<td>banane</td>
<td>‘banana’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kastan( \acute{o} )</td>
<td>kastane</td>
<td>‘chestnut’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Neuter

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hotar</td>
<td>hotare</td>
<td>‘border’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kintar</td>
<td>kintare</td>
<td>‘scales’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tfolan</td>
<td>tfolane</td>
<td>‘bone’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tfokan</td>
<td>tfokane</td>
<td>‘hammer’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The observed resistance to metaphony suggests that IDENT-IO[\( \acute{a} \)] outranks IDENT-StSf. This ranking will not account for the feminine nouns, which will be analyzed in the next section.

High ranking IDENT-IO[\( \acute{a} \)] explains why [\( \acute{a} \)] always surfaces under stress, without being affected by *Peak/\( \acute{a} \). The ranking IDENT-IO[\( \acute{a} \)] > Peak/\( \acute{a} \) accounts for the fact that [\( \acute{a} \)] does not lower to [\( a \)] in forms such as m\( \acute{s} \)tur\( \acute{o} \) ‘broom’, p\( \acute{s} \)tur\( \acute{o} \) ‘blanket’, \( \acute{a} \)sta ‘this one’ (colloquial form).
I have shown so far how the phonological constraints of the Peak Prominence scale can account for diphthongization and for the phonological conditioning of the mid-low vowel alternations. It is quite clear, though, that these alternations are not driven exclusively by the phonology, and in Section 6 I discuss their morphological behavior.

Before moving on to the morphology, however, I will show how the analysis proposed so far allows us to integrate Romanian typologically with other languages that show a relation between vowel height and stress.

5.3. Vowel height and stress

I repeat below some of the examples which illustrate the distribution of vowels with respect to stress.

(42)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ø–á</td>
<td>kártie</td>
<td>kártsj</td>
<td>‘book’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e–éa</td>
<td>béátt</td>
<td>bétsj</td>
<td>‘drunk’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o–óa</td>
<td>pótártie</td>
<td>pótstsj</td>
<td>‘gate’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

High vowels do not participate in this alternation.

(43)

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m–ı</td>
<td>mıtj</td>
<td>‘small’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b–ın</td>
<td>bınj</td>
<td>‘kind’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g–ınd</td>
<td>gındırj</td>
<td>‘thoughts’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The examples in (42) show that the low vowel [a] and the diphthongs [ea] and [oa] pattern together. All three surface under stress in the left column. In the right column the mid vowels surface, although they are still stressed, as a result of a conflicting metaphony factor. Given their identical distribution, I have proposed that the two diphthongs [ea] and [oa] are actually low vowels in the system, front and back, respectively.

When a derivational suffix is added to a stem, the suffix is stressed. In that case the underlying low vowels of the unstressed stem surface as mid. We find the following alternations:

(44)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Stressed</th>
<th>Unstressed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>á–ø</td>
<td>kártie</td>
<td>kárt-ıtʃik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eá–e</td>
<td>béátt</td>
<td>béts-ıv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>óá–o</td>
<td>pórtártie</td>
<td>pórt-ıtʃ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The alternation of stressed [a] with unstressed [ø] may appear to be an instance of vowel reduction, similar to that found in English, for example. However, schwa is not a phonologically reduced vowel in Romanian, and it has
phonemic status. It may itself surface under stress, and there is evidence for underlying /a/ in a number of forms. The roots in (45a), for example, all contain underlying /a/, which surfaces in both stressed and unstressed positions. The schwas in (45b) do not alternate with any other vowels, and their occurrence is unpredictable, thus supporting the view that they are part of the underlying representation of these forms. Finally, (45c) contains some minimal pairs.

(45)  

a. mătură  'broom'  mătur-îkă (diminutive)  
pătură  'blanket'  pătur-îkă (diminutive)  
b.  pomință  'earth'  
porinte  'parent'  
grătâr  'grill'  
c.  pâr  'hair'  pâr  'pole'  
bótès  'stick'  bótès  'a small amount'

Cross-linguistically, the most common instantiation of prominence is weight, and in many languages vowels diphthongize under stress. There is evidence, however, that the stress system of Romanian is not weight sensitive (Chitoran 1996, 1997, 2001). The Romanian diphthongs thus satisfy a qualitative, rather than a quantitative requirement on stress, and are best treated as low vowels.

The preference for low vowels in positions of prominence manifests itself differently in Romanian than in the languages studied by Kenstowicz (1994), namely Chukchee, Kobon, Aljutor, Mordwin and Mari. In these languages the syllable containing the most sonorous vowel surfaces as the head of a foot regardless of its position in the prosodic word. Other requirements, such as relative distance from the edge, the moraic or syllabic binarity of feet, and the exhaustive parsing of syllables into feet, are neglected in favor of ensuring that the stressed vowel be low. In Romanian, on the other hand, instead of seeking out the lowest vowel in the prosodic word, stress is systematically assigned to the rightmost syllable, but changes the quality of the vowel in some cases, namely when that vowel is not sufficiently sonorous. Kenstowicz’s observation, then, opens the way to four possible interactions of stress and sonority:

(46)  

(i) No interaction – stress is not sensitive to vowel quality (most languages).  
(ii) Stress looks for the most sonorous peak in the prosodic word (languages discussed by Kenstowicz).  
(iii) Stress is fixed, but the quality of the stressed vowel changes to form the most sonorous peak (Romanian, Squamish).  
(iv) Stress is fixed, but the quality of the unstressed vowel(s) changes to become less sonorous than the stressed vowel (Romanian, Catalan, Brazilian Portuguese).
Types (ii–iv) can be grouped together as languages with sonority-driven stress. This generalization can be best captured in an OT framework, by the different rankings of three types of constraints: (a) IDENT-I0(F) (faithfulness to the height feature of the input vowel); (b) markedness constraints on foot type or on the location of stress (e.g., FOOT-FORM, RIGHTMOST, or NONFINALITY), and (c) the constraint which requires the stressed vowel to be sonorous (e.g., *Peak/V). The intuitive relationship between the three language types falls out easily from this formalism, something harder to achieve in procedural terms. I sketch out below the three possible constraint rankings predicting (i–iii). Type (iv) is predicted by the same ranking as type (iii), with an additional markedness constraint C, whose ranking in the grammar predicts the height of the unstressed vowel in the stem.

(47) Type (i) FOOT-FORM >> *Peak/V
     IDENT-I0(F)
Type (ii) IDENT-I0(F)>> FOOT-FORM
     *Peak/V
Type (iii) FOOT-FORM >> IDENT-I0(F)
     *Peak/V
Type (iv) C >> FOOT-FORM >> IDENT-I0(F)
     *Peak/V

In Romanian, essentially a type (iii) language, in order to fulfill the sonority requirement, faithfulness to the input is violated, allowing the stressed vowel to surface as low.

6. The morphological conditioning of mid–low vowel alternations

6.1. Generalizations

This section discusses the distribution of diphthongs and low vowels in morphological alternations. The major generalizations that can be made involve the category of gender in nouns and adjectives, and the category of person in verbs. My analysis will focus on gender, and I will therefore begin by explaining how gender is marked in Romanian.

Romanian has a three-gender system, masculine, feminine, and neuter. Neuter nouns are actually ambiguous, masculine in the singular and feminine in the plural. These nouns therefore have no markers of their own. In the singular, they share with masculine nouns their desinence vowels or absence thereof. This is best seen by looking at the distribution of desinence vowels by gender, as schematized below. The chart also indicates in the cells which vowels can
surface under stress for each gender-desinence vowel combination. The shaded cells indicate desinences shared by two genders.

(48) Distribution of desinence vowels and stressed stem vowels by gender (singular nouns)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>ø</th>
<th>[-u]</th>
<th>[-e]</th>
<th>[-o]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>é, ó, ñ</td>
<td>é, ó, ñ</td>
<td>é, ó</td>
<td>ñá, á</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>é, ó, ñ</td>
<td>ñá, á</td>
<td>é, ó, ñ</td>
<td>ñá, á</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>é, ó, ñ, ñá, á</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can see that masculine and neuter nouns share the ø-desinence, while masculine and feminine nouns share the -e desinence. The overlap between masculine and neuter forms with ø-desinence results in a neutralization of the masculine-neuter distinction in the singular. The overlap between masculine and feminine forms in nouns with the -e desinence does not result in neutralization, because the agreement patterns still differ (masculine vs. feminine). It is interesting to compare the situation in the singular to the one in the plural. I schematize below the distribution of plural noun markers by gender, again indicating in the cells the nature of the stressed vowel of the stem.

(49) Distribution of plural noun markers and stressed stem vowels by gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plural</th>
<th>[-]</th>
<th>[-ur]</th>
<th>[-e]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>é, ó</td>
<td>ñá, á</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>é, ó, ñ</td>
<td>é, ó</td>
<td>ñá, á</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>é, ó</td>
<td>é</td>
<td>ñá, á</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows that all three plural markers are shared by two genders. The feminine, in particular, can take any one of the three markers. Two of these, -ur and -e, are shared with the neuter, which, moreover, has feminine agreement patterns in the plural. The distinction between feminine and neuter is thus considerably minimized in the plural. Given its ambigious nature, the neuter inevitably overlaps with the other two genders. It is possible that within such a system with a lot of overlap, the quality of the stressed vowel of the stem is prone to reinterpretation as an auxiliary morphological marker which helps distinguish the three gender categories.
This is in fact the only possible explanation for the data discussed in the previous section, involving the a→o alternation. I showed that the effect of metaphony is found exclusively in feminine nouns, before the plural markers -j and -urj. The same plural markers in masculine or neuter nouns do not trigger metaphony. Similarly, metaphony does not affect the stressed vowels of adjectives or verbs. This is the only instance of a morphological a→e alternation. The more numerous morphologized alternations involve the diphthongs. I present below the relevant data to be analyzed, organized by morphological category: adjectives, verbs, nouns.

Instances of derived diphthongs in the following examples are written in boldface. Within the class of adjectives (as well as animate nouns), for example, a-oa and e-ea alternations are found between masculine and feminine forms. When the diphthong is underlying, it will surface in all environments where it is not blocked by the restrictions discussed in the preceding section. This is, for example, the case of adjectives such as proaspot ‘fresh’, where the diphthong always surfaces, as well as teafor ‘safe’ and beaf ‘drunk’, where IDENT-StSf intervenes to prevent the diphthong from surfacing in the plural forms of both genders. In forms containing an underlying mid vowel, the mid vowel surfaces in the masculine forms, and the diphthong surfaces in the feminine.

(50) Adjectives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>/oál/</th>
<th></th>
<th>/ő/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M proaspot</td>
<td>proaspetsj</td>
<td>frumos</td>
<td>frumosj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>donn</td>
<td>donnj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>hots</td>
<td>hotsj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>baron</td>
<td>baronj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F proaspot</td>
<td>proaspete</td>
<td>frumoaso</td>
<td>frumoase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>doamno</td>
<td>doamne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>hoatso</td>
<td>hoatse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>baroanso</td>
<td>baroane</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>/eál/</th>
<th></th>
<th>/é/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M teafor</td>
<td>teferj</td>
<td>sek</td>
<td>setfj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>betsj</td>
<td>intreg</td>
<td>intredj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F teafor</td>
<td>tefer</td>
<td>seka</td>
<td>setf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bete</td>
<td>intreag</td>
<td>intredj</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same alternation is found in the vowel of the adjectival suffixes -os, -or, and -esk:
Adjectival suffixes (M/F)

| -ōs / -ōς-ō | furj-ōs, furj-gās-ō | fury'
| -or / -oar-e | obosít-ór, obosít-gār-e | 'tired'
| -esk / -ēask-ā | tiner-ēsk, tiner-ēask-ō | 'youthful'

The distribution of /o/ and /e/ suggests that, along with the desinence vowels, the diphthongs mark the feminine gender in the category of adjectives. Thus, in addition to the phonological restrictions already discussed, the diphthongs are further restricted to surface only in the feminine forms of adjectives. Furthermore, this generalization is restricted to native or core lexical items. Thus, loanwords or more recent formations do not show the alternation between the mid vowels and the diphthongs (this was previously noticed by Lombard 1974). Only the mid vowels surface, as shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No diphthongs in more recent forms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>komód – komód-ō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blónd – blónd-ō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sóbru – sóbr-ō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>korékt – korékt-ō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>absént – absént-ō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supérb – supérb-ō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inténs – inténs-ō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>modérn – modérn-ō</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A similar argument can be made about the morphologization of diphthongs in the category of verbs. The two tenses where stress falls on the stem are the present indicative and subjunctive. In these tenses the diphthongs surface in the third person forms. The other forms in the paradigm contain the mid vowel.

Verbs

Present indicative and subjunctive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 sing</th>
<th>3 indicative</th>
<th>3 subjunctive (sg and pl)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 conj.</td>
<td>skól</td>
<td>skoló (sg and pl)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 conj.</td>
<td>pót</td>
<td>pótė (sg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 conj.</td>
<td>dórnm</td>
<td>dórnm (sg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 conj</td>
<td>plék</td>
<td>pleákō (sg and pl)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 conj</td>
<td>mėrg</td>
<td>mėrdė (sg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 conj</td>
<td>opr-ēsk</td>
<td>opr-ēft-ė (sg)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on the distribution of the diphthongs, the generalization that can be made here is that the diphthongs, along with the person-marking inflections, mark the 3rd person in present tense verb forms. As in the case of adjectives, loanwords and more recent verbs do not show this alternation, and the mid vowels surface in all the forms of the paradigm.

(54) No diphthongs in more recent verbs (3rd person present indicative)

implóra ‘implores’
apróba ‘approves’
dezvólta ‘develops’
akórdə ‘grants’
rezólva ‘solves’
adópta ‘adopts’
spéra ‘hopes’
rezérva ‘reserves’
aktfépta ‘accepts’
kontéstə ‘ contests’

So far we have seen that the distribution of both diphthongs correlates with gender in nouns and with person in verbs. Both diphthongs can be seen as marking the feminine gender in nouns and the 3rd person in verbs. In addition to these two morphological environments, the diphthongs have one other systematic but not completely parallel distribution in the plural form of neuter nouns. First, the diphthong [oa] always surfaces in neuter plural forms which take the -e plural marker. The alternation is exceptionless, and is present even in loanwords and other recent forms.

(55) Neuter nouns (öá)

avjon – avjoane ‘airplane’
butoj – butoaje ‘barrel’
balon – baloane ‘balloon’
baston – bastoane ‘cane’
kuptor – kuptoare ‘oven’
kovor – kovoare ‘carpet’
ultfor – ultfoare ‘pitcher’

Just like [oa], the diphthong [ea] also marks the neuter gender in nouns, but in a different way. The latter diphthong surfaces in neuter plural forms in environments where it would not be predicted, given the phonological restrictions on it. More specifically, [ea] surfaces in the plural forms of neuter nouns which take both plural markers, -ur and -e, and where normally the stressed vowel of the stem is subject to IDENT-StSf. Both plural markers are shared by the feminine and the neuter. The surface generalization that emerges is that, everything else being equal, IDENT-StSf is obeyed by feminine nouns, where the
mid vowels surface, but disregarded by the neuter nouns, where [ea] surfaces. The relevant examples are given below.

(56) Neuter nouns (ea) vs. Feminine (sing-plural)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
<th>vs. Feminine (sing-plural)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>leágan</td>
<td>leágone</td>
<td>‘swing’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tféärkan</td>
<td>tféärkane</td>
<td>‘rings (eyes)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>freámáte</td>
<td>freámáte</td>
<td>‘shiver’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
<th>vs. Feminine (sing-plural)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fleák</td>
<td>fleákur</td>
<td>‘trifle’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steág</td>
<td>steágur</td>
<td>‘flag’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leák</td>
<td>leákur</td>
<td>‘medicine’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deál</td>
<td>deálur</td>
<td>‘hill’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The absence of alternation in the neuter nouns, and particularly the presence of the diphthong in the plural forms is in fact the only marker that distinguishes them from feminine nouns. Otherwise, neuter and feminine nouns share both plural marking suffixes and agreement patterns. Thus, at least for lexical items containing the diphthong /eɑ/, the neuter has its own marker, in addition to its ambigeneric properties.

To summarize, I identified four instances in which the distribution of the diphthongs is morphologically, as well as phonologically conditioned, and one instance in which the distribution of [a] can be explained in the same way. In adjectives and animate nouns whose underlying representations contain mid vowels, the diphthongs predictably surface in the feminine forms, as long as they do not violate the phonological restrictions on their occurrence. The same is true of verbs, where the diphthongs predictably occur in the third person forms of the present indicative and subjunctive. A third, similar case is that of neuter nouns which contain the vowel /o/ underlyingly. The diphthong [oa] predictably surfaces in the plural forms of these nouns. The fourth case concerns neuter nouns which contain the diphthong /eɑ/ underlyingly. The diphthong systematically surfaces in the plural forms of these nouns, in violation of IDENT-StSf. Finally, in feminine nouns [a] surfaces in plural forms as the expected result of metaphony. It does not surface, however, in other morphological categories where it would also be phonologically predicted.

In terms of the analysis, these generalizations suggest that phonological and morphological constraints can freely interact in the grammar. In the next section I propose an analysis of these facts relying crucially on morphologically specific constraints.
6.2. Analysis: Morphologization and morphologically-specific constraints

The analysis I propose in this section is meant to capture the synchronic facts as presented in the two preceding sections. I first present an analysis of the phonological behavior of diphthongs without the morphological facts. I will then show how the constraints related to their morphological behavior interact with the other constraints in the hierarchy.

In the preceding section I proposed an account for the phonologically conditioned diphthongs based on the interaction of the *Peak constraints introduced in Section 5, with faithfulness constraints, including IDENT-StSf, which accounts for metaphony. The full constraint ranking is summarized below.

(57) Summary of phonological constraint ranking

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{IDENT-IO}a_0^0 & >> \text{*Peak}/a_0^1 & >> \text{IDENT-StSf}a_l & >> \text{*Peak}/a_1^1 \\
\text{IDENT-IO}[oa] & >> \text{IDENT-IO}l_0l_1
\end{align*}
\]

I propose that the morphologized alternations can be captured by the expansion of the *Peak constraints into a sub-hierarchy of morphologically specific constraints outranking the general, phonological ones. This proposal is inspired by lexically specific constraints proposed by several researchers to deal with exceptions (Itô and Mester 1999; Pater 2000, among others). I list below the morphologically specific *Peak constraints needed for the data discussed here.

(58) Morphologically specific wellformedness constraints

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[*Peak}/e,o[\text{adjF}] & ] mid vowels are banned under stress in feminine forms of adjectives (and animate nouns) \\
\text{[*Peak}/e,o[\text{verb3}] & ] mid vowels are banned under stress in 3rd person forms of the present indicative and subjunctive \\
\text{[*Peak}/o[\text{neuter}] & ] the mid vowel \[o\] is banned under stress in plural forms of neuter nouns
\end{align*}
\]

I illustrate the crucial rankings in a series of tableaux. For all four wellformedness constraints above, one example is sufficient to illustrate the relative ranking of the morphologically specific constraints in the hierarchy. For adjectives, the example is presented as an integrated tableau for the masculine and feminine forms sek and sețuka ‘dry’\(^7\).

---

7. Potential outcomes of |i| and |u| with two |a| particles are the mid lax vowels [ε] and [ɛ]. These are non-optimal because of high ranking markedness constraints against lax vowels in Romanian.
In the feminine form, the diphthong is selected as the preferred vowel under stress. The diphthong and [a] both satisfy the morphological *Peak/e constraint, but [a] does not preserve palatality. The masculine form is not subject to the morphologically specific *Peak constraint. The first candidate, faithful to the input, is the winner. Both masculine and feminine forms show evidence for the low ranking of *Peak/la1.

The integrated tableau above for the pair sekM–seák.F shows that the interaction with morphology is captured by the morphologically specific constraint *Peak/la1[adjF], as well as by the ranking of IDENT-IOla1 above *Peak/la1. Thus IDENT-IOla1 intervenes between the specific and the general constraints.

In the case of e–e alternations, another important ranking which has to be determined involves IDENT-StSf. This will be illustrated again in an integrated tableau for the plural forms of the same adjective ‘dry’. The feminine and masculine forms happen to be identical, both surfacing as set[f]. The following tableau thus illustrates the relative ranking of IDENT-StSfal.

Both the masculine and the feminine plural forms are subject to metaphony. This is captured by the ranking of IDENT-StSfal above the morphologically
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In the feminine form, the second candidate satisfies the morphological constraint by containing a low diphthong under stress, but is rejected because it has one lal particle too many relative to the suffix vowel. The third candidate best matches the height of the suffix vowel, but is eliminated by the higher ranking *Peak/laO. Similarly in the masculine form the winner is determined by the interaction of *Peak/laO and IDENT-StSf. The same mid vowel [e] is optimal. The only difference is that [e] in the masculine form does not violate the morphological *Peak constraint, only the lower ranked general one.

The effect of IDENT-StSflal is illustrated in the integrated tableau of two feminine plural forms, the adjectives bete ‘drunk’ and drepte ‘straight’. They have different underlying representations, but they are predicted by the same constraint ranking.

$$\text{(61) IDENT-StSflal} \gg \text{*Peak}/\text{adjF}$$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IDENT-StSflal</th>
<th>*Peak/adjF</th>
<th>IDENT-IOla1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/bēt - e/F</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bēte</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/drept - e/F</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drepте</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As in (60), the diphthong best satisfies the morphological *Peak constraint, but violates higher ranking IDENT-StSf because of the additional lal particle. The second candidate containing [e] is thus preferred in both cases. Vowel height matches in the stem and the suffix.

In addition to the morphologically well-formedness constraints, I proposed two specific faithfulness constraints.

$$\text{(62) Morphologically specific faithfulness constraints}$$

$$\text{IDENT-StSflal}_{[\text{nounF}]}$$ In feminine nouns the stressed vowel of the stem must match the aperture of the suffix high vowel.

$$\text{IDENT-IO}[\text{eа}]_{[\text{neuter}]}$$ In neuter nouns the diphthong [еа] of an input form must surface in the output.

In the case of the a–o alternation, the morphological constraint I propose is a specific instantiation of IDENT-StSflal, outranking the general constraint. The constraint requires feminine nouns to undergo metaphony before a high vowel suffix. It is therefore indexed as [nounF], affecting all the lexical items belonging to the morphological class of feminine nouns. The fact that non-feminine nouns do not undergo metaphony is predicted by the intermediate ranking of
faithfulness to [a] between the specific and the general IDENT-StSf constraints: IDENT-StSfl$_{[\text{nounF}]}$ $\gg$ IDENT-IO[a] $\gg$ IDENT-StSfl. The constraint sub-hierarchy is illustrated below, in an integrated tableau containing a feminine plural form (karte – karts$^1$ ‘book’) and a masculine one (brad – braz$^1$ ‘fir tree’).

(63)  \[ \text{IDENT-StSfl}_0^{[\text{nounF}]} \gg \text{IDENT-IO[a]} \gg \text{IDENT-StSfl}_1 \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/kart - i$^\text{f}_F$</th>
<th>*Peak/a$^0$</th>
<th>IDENT-StSfl$_0^{[\text{nounF}]}$</th>
<th>IDENT-IO[a]</th>
<th>IDENT-StSfl$_1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>karts$^1$</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>karts$^1$</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>karts$^1$</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/brad - i$^\text{M}_M$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>braz$^1$</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>braz$^1$</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>braz$^1$</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The feminine plural form karts$^1$ is selected by the morphologically specific IDENT-StSf constraint outranking IDENT-IO[a]. The first candidate is faithful to the input low vowel /a/, but this vowel has two aperture particles more than the suffix vowel. The second candidate, karts$^1$, has only one additional aperture particle, and thus incurs only one violation of IDENT-StSfl$_1$.

The masculine plural form is not affected by the morphologically specific IDENT-StSf constraint. In this case, the ranking of IDENT-IO[a] above the general IDENT-StSf selects the first candidate, in which the low vowel is maintained in the stem.

As noted earlier, [á] does not undergo metaphony before the -e suffix. Thus, the [a] in the plural form in the pair káső – kásé ‘house’ is predicted simply by IDENT-IO[a] outranking the general IDENT-StSf.

The constraint subhierarchy illustrated in tableau (64) also accounts for the absence of [oa] in feminine plural forms which take the plural marker $^j$ (e.g., poárt$^j$ – ports$^j$ ‘gate’, groápo$^j$ – groj$^1$ ‘ditch’, boala$^j$ – bol$^j$ ‘illness’). The ranking IDENT-StSfl$_0^{[\text{nounF}]}$ $\gg$ IDENT-IO[oa] predicts that a non-low vowel surfaces in the stem, in a feminine noun. Masculine nouns such as gaspète (pl. gaspete$^j$) are not affected by the morphological faithfulness constraint. The ranking IDENT-IO[oa] $\gg$ IDENT-StSfl predicts that the diphthong is maintained in the plural forms of masculine nouns.

The constraint ranking captures directly the generalization with which I started out, namely that the diphthongs and [a] pattern together as low vowels in Romanian. With respect to metaphony, the diphthong [oa] patterns with [a] rather than with the other diphthong, [e$\text{a}$]. The first two are only affected
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by metaphony when they occur in feminine nouns. They obey the morphologically specific IDENT-StSfla\(^0\) constraint. Also unlike [qa], [oa] and [a] are not affected by the metaphony triggered by -e. This suggests that faithfulness to [a] and [oa] outranks faithfulness to [qa]. I illustrate how the behavior of [oa] is parallel to that of [a] in the following integrated tableau, also containing a feminine and a masculine plural form (ports\(^j\) ‘gates’ vs. oaspet\(^j\) ‘guests’). No additional constraints are needed. The crucial subhierarchy is still the specific IDENT-StSf dominating the general one, with faithfulness to [qa] ranked between them.

(64) \[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
& /poart - i'F & \#Peak/a^0 & IDENT-StSfla_{nounF}^0 \mid \text{IO}[qa] & IDENT-StSfla_{nounF}^0 \\
\hline
\text{poarts} & & ** & * & * \ \\
\text{oaspet} & & *! & * & * \\
\text{port} & & *! & ** & * \\
\hline
& /oaspet - i'M & IDENT-StSfla_{nounF}^0 \mid \text{IO}[qa] & IDENT-StSfla_{nounF}^0 \mid \text{IO}[qa] & IDENT-StSfla_{nounF}^0 \mid \text{IO}[qa] \\
\hline
\text{oaspet} & & ** & *! & * \\
\text{uspets} & & *! & * & * \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

If we take a close look at the formulation of the morphologically specific IDENT-StSf, it appears that it is in a way doubly restricted: once to the morphologically defined class of feminine nouns, as reflected in the indexation, and once to suffixes containing high vowels. I assume that the ability of languages to develop morphologically specific constraints is universal, as is the ability to develop lexically specific faithfulness constraints applying to non-native lexical items (cf. Itô and Mester 1999). What is determined on a language-specific basis is the indexation, the class of items which obeys the specific constraints, and which can be morphologically or lexically defined. Under this view, a constraint such as IDENT-StSfla\(^0\)_{nounF} is a fairly complex constraint, since in addition to the indexation, a speaker also needs to figure out that the required faithfulness is restricted to the absence of an aperture particle (\(|a^0|\)). The existence of such a constraint would be supported by independent evidence for separate general IDENT-StSf constraints, one for \(|a^0|\) and one for \(|a^1|\), relatively ranked with respect to one another. The resulting grammar would then be a simpler one.

I did find such evidence in the case of plural neuter nouns containing underlying /o/. We saw that before the plural marker -e, the diphthong [oa] surfaces, as in kovor – kovare ‘carpet’. This is predicted by the ranking of \(*Peak/o_{(neuter)}^0\) above IDENT-StSfla. Neuter nouns can also take the plural marker -ur\(^j\). In this case, [o] surfaces, as predicted by IDENT-StSfla outranking \(*Peak/o_{(neuter)}^0\). The
difference between the two cases of metaphony is that the first one is triggered by a mid vowel ([e]), and the second one by a high vowel. The two forms show evidence for the subhierarchy IDENT-StSfla^0| >> *Peak/o_{[neuter]} >> IDENT-StSfla^1. The clearest illustration of the relevant subhierarchy involves the plural forms rapoarte ‘reports’, and raportur^j ‘relationships’, both based on an identical singular neuter form raport.

(65) IDENT-StSfla^0| >> *Peak/o_{[neuter]} >> IDENT-StSfla^1

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
& /raport - e/N & IDENT-StSfla^1 & *Peak/o_{[neuter]} & IDENT-StSfla^1 \\
\hline
\text{raporte} & *! & & \\
\text{rapoarte} & * & & \\
\hline
& /raport - uri/N & IDENT-StSfla^1 & *Peak/o_{[neuter]} & IDENT-StSfla^1 \\
\hline
\text{raportur}^j & * & & \\
\text{rapoartur}^j & *! & & \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

In the presence of the plural marker -e, the ranking illustrated in (65) predicts the surface occurrence of the diphthong, since the morphological *Peak/o constraint outranks IDENT-StSfla^1. But when the plural marker is -ur^j, the same ranking predicts the occurrence of the mid vowel [o], since *Peak/o_{[neuter]} is dominated by IDENT-StSfla^0|.

The second and last morphologically specific faithfulness constraint requires the diphthong [ea] of the input to surface in the plural form of neuter nouns, regardless of the plural marker. The relevant constraint interactions are illustrated below, in a tableau for the neuter plural form dealur^j ‘hills’ and the feminine plural form trebur^j ‘tasks’.

(66) IDENT-IO[ea]_{[neuter]} >> IDENT-StSfla^0| >> *Peak/e

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
& /deal - uri/F & IDENT[ea]_{[neuter]} & IDENT-StSfla^0| & *Peak/e \\
\hline
\text{deálur}^j & ** & & \\
\text{délur}^j & *! & & \\
\hline
& /tréab - uri/F & IDENT-StSfla^0| & *Peak/e \\
\hline
\text{tréábur}^j & **! & & \\
\text{trébur}^j & * & & \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

The two examples above show that the morphologically specific faithfulness constraint outranks IDENT-StSf. The winning candidate of the first form, the neuter noun, is the one containing the diphthong. It satisfies the high ranking specific faithfulness constraint by preserving the diphthong. In the case of the feminine noun, the two aperture particles of the diphthong incur two violations of IDENT-StSfla^0|, as opposed to only one violation by the mid vowel of the second candidate. The second candidate violates *Peak/e by allowing [e] to
The constraint subhierarchy involving the morphologized and general IDENT-StStF constraints is put together below.

(67) \[
\text{IDENT-StStF}^0_{[\text{nounF}]}, \text{IDENT-IO}[a]; \text{IDENT-IO}[o]; \text{IDENT-IO}[e]\text{[neuter]}
\]
\[
\text{IDENT-StStF}^0_{[\text{neuter}]}, *\text{Peak/o}_{[\text{neuter}]}, \text{IDENT-StStF}^1_{[\text{neuter}]}, *\text{Peak/o}^1_{[\text{neuter}]}
\]

7. Discussion and conclusions

Specific constraints outranking general ones have previously been proposed in the literature as a way of dealing with lexical exceptions. For example, lexically specific constraints have been proposed by Pater (2000) for a number of English secondary stress patterns, Itô and Mester (1999) for the Japanese lexicon, Wetzels (1999) for French h-aspiré, Hammond (1995) for exceptional stress in Spanish. Lexically specific constraints are a preferred alternative to lexical marking and to constraint domains (co-grammars), proposed, for example, by Itô and Mester (1995a, b). The same exceptional patterns that can be captured by marking or diacritics on individual lexical items can be captured by the assumption that a given constraint can operate more than once in a grammar, in two different places in the hierarchy. The higher ranked constraint affects only a specific subset of lexical items, which, in Itô and Mester’s (1999) model, is achieved formally by constraint indexation. The replication of constraints through specific versions is apparently unrestricted, and Itô and Mester express concern about the power of lexically specific constraints. Potentially any constraint can expand into one or any number of specific versions. In an attempt to restrict the range of predicted phenomena, Itô and Mester argue that only faithfulness constraints can have lexically specific versions. Pater (2000), however, shows that a lexically specific structural constraint is crucially needed for a successful analysis of the English stress system. Most of the specific constraints I propose are also structural, only two are faithfulness constraints.
I would therefore like to consider for a moment the possibility of an alternative analysis of Romanian diphthongization, in which faithfulness constraints rather than structural ones are morphologized. One possibility, as suggested by one of the reviewers, is the morphological indexation of INTEGRITY. For example, the fact that input mid vowels /e/ and /o/ surface under stress in masculine adjectival forms (e.g., sek ‘dry’) can be captured by the existence of a constraint INTEGRITY[e,o][adjM] outranking the general INTEGRITY constraint. The diphthongs are selected in feminine forms (e.g., seák ‘dry’), therefore *Peak/e,o must rank in-between the specific and the general constraints: INTEGRITY[e,o][adjM] >> *Peak/e,o >> INTEGRITY. I will put forward two arguments against an analysis based on INTEGRITY. In my own analysis INTEGRITY is simply assumed to rank very low, so we do not see it interact with other constraints. This is because INTEGRITY refers crucially to the diphthongs, to their segmental structure involving a split root node, but has nothing to say about the a–o alternation, which is simply a vowel height alternation. An analysis based on morphologized INTEGRITY would then lose the generalization that diphthongization is part of a broader phenomenon involving mid and low vowel alternations, and would consequently fail to provide a unified account of its different instantiations. In addition, morphologized INTEGRITY constraints fail to capture one other important generalization, namely that the diphthongs behave as morphological markers. Morphologized *Peak constraints single out the diphthongs as morphological markers, but morphologized INTEGRITY constraints instead single out the mid vowels or the absence of diphthongs as marking morphological categories. We have seen, however, that the distribution of diphthongs is in general more limited than that of mid vowels. This means that many more morphologized INTEGRITY constraints are needed in the grammar than morphologized *Peak constraints. If indexation singles out marked behavior, then the mid vowels emerge as marked instead of the diphthongs. As such, the role of the diphthongs in the grammar is much less intuitive, and it is not clear why such constraints would develop. It is my understanding that lexical constraint indexation, for example, captures marked behavior, such as lexical exceptions or non-native phonology. It makes sense that morphological indexation should then also capture phonological exceptions which, precisely by virtue of being exceptions, are morphological markers.

Another possible analysis featuring morphologized faithfulness constraints can make use of positional faithfulness. Beckman’s (1997) IDENT-σ(F) is a good alternative, in that it avoids the first problem described above, by allowing a unified analysis of diphthongization and mid-low vowel alternations. The second counter-argument, though, is still valid. A possible positional faithfulness analysis would involve the subhierarchy IDENT-σf[adjM] >> *Peak/e,o >> IDENT-σf. In this case the morphologized constraints are faithfulness
constraints that require preservation of the number of aperture particles. The relevant alternations can be accounted for, but the morphologized faithfulness constraints again single out the absence rather than the presence of the diphthongs in the output as marking a morphological category. This is counterintuitive, given the basic generalization laid out at the outset. Both alternatives are particularly problematic in the verb system, where the distribution of the diphthongs is much more limited than in nouns and adjectives. This situation therefore requires a very large number of morphologically indexed faithfulness constraints to account for all the verb forms which do not contain diphthongs under stress.

To return to Itô and Mester’s (1999) model, they claim that the restriction of constraint replication to faithfulness constraints is a general property of grammars, not just of the core-periphery model of the lexicon. I have shown, however, that morphologically specific markedness constraints are also needed. A final decision on this question clearly requires more empirical evidence, specifically from in-depth studies of individual linguistic systems in all their complexity, considering both regular and exceptional patterns.

The main trade-off here seems to be between an analysis which directly captures the initial generalizations, and one which “protects” the theory by maintaining the exclusion of indexed markedness constraints. I have opted for the former, apparently at the risk of weakening the theory as developed so far. I maintain, however, that not enough evidence is available at this point as to whether indexed markedness constraints can be entirely dispensed with. The status of exceptions, lexical or morphological, has not been sufficiently studied so far in the framework of Optimality Theory. I believe that there is a difference between lexically restricted and morphologically restricted patterns, in the sense that the latter are less of an exception than the former. In terms of learnability morphologically restricted patterns may be easier to handle. Indexation to a morphological category is not as taxing as indexation to a subset of lexical items, which still have to be learned individually as exceptions. What we may find by looking at more languages is that morphologically specific markedness and faithfulness constraints are both needed, while pure lexical exceptions can be handled by specific faithfulness constraints only. This is a theoretical issue which certainly deserves attention.

I have discussed so far the morphologically specific constraints, but recall that non-native adjectives and verbs do not show the alternation between mid vowels and diphthongs. The only morphologized alternation which is present throughout the lexicon is the o–oa alternation found in neuter nouns, between the singular and the plural forms. Both native and non-native words thus satisfy *Peak/o[neuter]: kuptor – kuptoare ‘oven’, klasor – klasoare ‘file’. The grammar must therefore also contain a lexically indexed faithfulness constraint which requires identity in vowel height between input and output in non-native items:
The ranking *Peak/o[neuter] >> IDENT-IOla^1[non-nat] >> *Peak/la^1[morph] captures the fact that all morphologized *Peak constraints except for *Peak/o[neuter] are violated by non-native lexical items. The final full constraint ranking in (68) is proposed to account for the mid-low vowel alternations at the current stage of Romanian.

(68) Final constraint ranking

```
IDENT-IOla^0

*Peak/la^0; IDENT-IOli

IDENT-StSfa^0[nounF]

IDENT-IO[a]; IDENT-IO[oa]; IDENT-IO[ea][neuter]

IDENT-StSfa^0

*Peak/o[neuter]

IDENT-StSfa^1; IDENT-IOla^1[non-nat]

*Peak/la^1[morph]

IDENT-IOla^1

*Peak/la^1
```

I proposed in this paper an analysis of mid vowel–diphthong alternations in Romanian, which I treat as vowel lowering under stress. The analysis relies on the interaction of the *Peak/V constraints of the Peak Prominence scale with two metaphor constraints which I define as instances of faithfulness between the vowel of the stem and that of the suffix. This approach also reveals the typological relation of Romanian to well-attested systems in which stress is sensitive to vowel height (or sonority). The analysis I propose also accounts for the fact that the alternations are morphologically conditioned, but phonologically restricted. In this respect the facts discussed here provide evidence for the existence of specific and general constraints in a grammar. Both structural and faithfulness constraints are found to have higher ranking, morphologically specific instantiations.
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